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ABSTRACT
The exponential rise in unmanned aerial vehicles has necessitated the need for
accurate pose estimation under any extreme conditions. Visual Odometry (VO)
is the estimation of position and orientation of a vehicle based on analysis of a
sequence of images captured from a camera mounted on it. VO offers a cheap
and relatively accurate alternative to conventional odometry techniques like wheel
odometry, inertial measurement systems and global positioning system (GPS).
This thesis implements and analyzes the performance of a two camera based
VO called Stereo based visual odometry (SVO) in presence of various deterrent
factors like shadows, extremely bright outdoors, wet conditions etc... To allow the
implementation of VO on any generic vehicle, a discussion on porting of the VO
algorithm to android handsets is presented too.
The SVO is implemented in three steps. In the first step, a dense disparity map
for a scene is computed. To achieve this we utilize sum of absolute differences
technique for stereo matching on rectified and pre-filtered stereo frames. Epipolar
geometry is used to simplify the matching problem.
The second step involves feature detection and temporal matching. Feature de-
tection is carried out by Harris corner detector. These features are matched between
two consecutive frames using the Lucas-Kanade feature tracker.
The 3D co-ordinates of these matched set of features are computed from the
disparity map obtained from the first step and are mapped into each other by a trans-
lation and a rotation. The rotation and translation is computed using least squares
i
minimization with the aid of Singular Value Decomposition. Random Sample Con-
sensus (RANSAC) is used for outlier detection. This comprises the third step.
The accuracy of the algorithm is quantified based on the final position error,
which is the difference between the final position computed by the SVO algorithm
and the final ground truth position as obtained from the GPS. The SVO showed an
error of around 1% under normal conditions for a path length of 60 m and around
3% in bright conditions for a path length of 130 m. The algorithm suffered in
presence of shadows and vibrations, with errors of around 15% and path lengths of
20 m and 100 m respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Navigation has gained tremendous momentum in the past few years owing to
its significance in unmanned vehicles (UV) which have been on a steady rise. UV
finds application in a number of critical fields including exploration and survey-
ing areas which are otherwise inaccessible or highly dangerous for humans. The
accuracy of these applications is heavily dependent on precise navigation. Precise
navigation means accurate estimation of the position of a vehicle preferably with
its orientation.
Conventionally, position estimation was achieved using wheel odometry. The
term odometry is composed from the Greek words hodos (meaning ”travel”) and
metron (meaning ”measure”). This technique of wheel odometry suffered from in-
accuracies and drifts due to wheel slippage which accumulates over time into very
large errors in position estimation. The other alternative to estimate position is by
using inertial systems (INS). INS too suffers from accumulated drift and has a trade
off between accuracy and cost. The high costs of highly precise INS, make them
inviable for commercial purposes. The drift inherent to INS can be substantially
reduced by using it in conjunction with global positioning system (GPS). Although
using GPS by itself or in conjunction with an INS has its set of advantages over
wheel odometry, it suffers from a major drawback of requirement of a clear view
of the sky. This renders GPS unusable for navigation indoors, in tunnels, through
heavy forest covers, in heavily urbanized areas,in outer space, etc... This necessi-
tates the need for an alternative navigation system which is free of the above men-
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tioned drawbacks while still retaining the accuracy of position estimation. These
requirements are satisfied by using vision based navigation, otherwise called visual
odometry (VO).
VO involves incrementally estimating the changes in a vehicle’s position by
identifying and tracking visual landmarks from one or more on-board cameras. This
navigation technique is prone to drift too, but is an order of magnitude smaller than
wheel odometry. Advances made in computing has made real-time, computation-
ally expensive VO systems feasible. To obtain the best accuracy, the INS , GPS and
VO systems can be used in conjunction.
This thesis presents the implementation and evaluation of a visual navigation
system using two on-board cameras, better known as stereo based visual odome-
try (SVO). The accuracy of this system is compared with respect to the position
estimates from the GPS, which is considered to be the ground truth. The SVO
systems can be used to estimate the 3-D trajectory of a vehicle. The performance
of SVO systems degrades in certain conditions. It is necessary to identify these
conditions and to present appropriate compensation when such situations are en-
countered. Thus, we evaluate the SVO system in the presence of various deterrent
factors like shadows, extremely bright outdoors, wet conditions etc...
The current day smart phones are a power packed computation device with
all essential sensors present within a compact and portable device. These devices
have a INS, GPS and Camera all built into the same device and hence, present
themselves as best suited portable and inexpensive navigation device. The scope
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for development of a navigation system which is a combination of all INS, GPS
and VO system on smart phones is very high. Inspired by this idea, the porting of
VO onto Android based smart phone is also discussed.
A. Related Work
Visual odometry was first presented by Mathies [3]. Over the last few years a
number of monocular and stereo vision based algorithms have been suggested for
visual odometry. Of these, one of most notable monocular vision based algorithm
was presented by Nister [4] using feature tracking. There have been several robust
real-time stereo based VO algorithms, like the feature tracking based put forth by
Nister [5] and the feature matching based presented by Hirschmuller [6]. Current
work on this is directed towards making VO more robust and faster for real-time
applications as presented by Howard [7]. There has been work on esimation of 3D
motion in real time for unmanned aerial vehicles [8]. Our work is essentially based
on the one presented by Howard [7].
The algorithm implemented in this thesis involves the identification of robust
features in a camera frame to track them over consecutive frames. The 3D positions
of these features tracked over two consecutive frames are used to estimate motion
between the two frames. These steps are summarized as follows:
1. Conversion of 2D feature points to 3D real world coordinates. This involves
first, the row alignment of the two views and then search for the location of
each pixel from the first view in the second. The relative offset in the pixel po-
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sitions in the two frames is a measure of the depth of that corresponding real
world coordinate. These are discussed in Chapter III under Stereo Imaging.
2. The step involves identification of robust features in one of the frames using
the harris corner detection. The details and implementation of this are shown
in chapter IV.
3. Having identified the features in the previous step, this one works on finding
matches of these features in the subsequent frame. We achieve this using the
Lucas Kanade optical flow described in chapter V.
4. To estimate the motion between two frames we find the transformations be-
tween the 3D locations of the two matched feature points sets obtained from
stereo imaging described in step 1. This procedure is discussed in chapter VI.
To obtain an understanding of the above described steps, we first discuss the
camera model used throughout the thesis.
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II. CAMERA BASICS
This section describes the projective camera model used in this thesis. This
is required to understand the solution for stereo imaging. It projects a 3D scene
space onto a 2D image plane for a calibrated set of images. The pinhole projective
camera model is described in Fig. 1. Let the centre of projection be the origin of the
coordinate system, and the plane z=f be the image plane. A point X= (X ,Y,Z)T is
mapped to the point where a line joining X and the center of projection intersects
the image plane.
Fig. 1. Pinhole camera geometry
Using similar triangles, from Fig. 2 we observe the following mapping:
(X ,Y,Z)T 7→ (fX/Z, fY/Z)T
The above described projective mapping can be expressed in terms of homoge-
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Fig. 2. Pinhole camera geometry projected onto a single plane
nous coordinates and matrix multiplication as shown in equation. 1.
X
Y
Z
1

7→

fX
fY
Z
=

f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 f 0


X
Y
Z
1

(1)
Let X represent a homogenous 3D point in the world coordinate and x be the
corresponding projected homogenous 2D point on the image and P be the 3X4
camera projection matrix. The equation 1 can now be expressed as x = PX. This
describes the pinhole projection model.
The above model assumes the origin of image plane to coincide with the prin-
ciple point. Consider the case in which the principle point lies at (px, py)T , the
mapping now changes to
(X ,Y,Z)T 7→ ( f X/Z+ px, fY/Z+ py)T
The points space are usually expressed in the world coordinate frame. The
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camera coordinate frame can be rotated and translated to obtain the world coordi-
nate frame. The camera model is now described by equation 2, that accounts for
non-coinciding principal point and for world frame to camera frame correction.
X
Y
Z
1

7→

fX
fY
Z
=

f 0 px 0
0 f py 0
0 0 f 0

R −t
0 1


X
Y
Z
1

(2)
Where, R and t is the rotation and translation between the two coordinate
frames. The camera projection matrix is now expressed simply as P = K[R | t].
The above model assumes equal scaling along both the axis of the coordinate
system. The commonly used CCD cameras does not have equal scaling along the
two axis and have the image coordinates measured in pixels. In order to accomo-
date for these conditions in the camera’s model, the camera matrix K, is defined as
follows:
K =

αx s x0
0 αy y0
0 0 1
 (3)
If the number of pixels per unit distance in image coordinates are mx and my
along x and y directions respectively. Then, αx = f mx,αy = f my and s is the skew
parameter, which is zero for normal cameras.
Having described the camera basics, the next section gives the description and
implementation of stereo imaging, the aim of which is to convert 2D image points
into 3D real world coordinates.
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III. STEREO IMAGING
This chapter discusses the use of two views (stereo views) of the same scene
to obtain 3D coordinates for each of the image points.
Stereo imaging is the utilization of two views of the same scene to obtain the
depth map of that scene. The depth map, also called as the disparity map holds
the offset of each of the pixels between the two views. The offset between the two
corresponding pixels is termed as disparity. The depth of the corresponding image
points in world coordinates is inversely related to its disparity. A map holding the
disparity values for each pixel is called as disparity map.
This step takes a pair of calibrated stereo frame and returns a disparity map
holding the offset for each pixel. Let Ia and Da be a rectified and calibrated image
taken at time ta and its disparity map respectively. Ib and Db be the rectified and
calibrated image and Disparity map at time tb > ta. Ilt and I
r
t are the left and right
images captured at time t.
This step can now be summarized as :
(Ila, I
r
a)→ (Da)
Description
Stereo imaging is performed with the aid of two images of the same scenes
taken from different camera views. Stereo imaging can be analysed using two view
geometry which is described as the intersections of image planes with the plane
having the baseline (Line joining the centers of the two cameras) as one of its edges.
This analysis aids in the simplification of the stereo correspondence problem.
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Fig. 3. Genreal model for two view geometry
From the Fig. 3, the camera centers C and C’, the 3D space point X and the
image points x and x’ all lie in the same plane defined as the epipolar plane pi. The
plane pi is defined by the baseline and the raydefined X and C. Since, x’ lies on
the same plane, it thus lies on the line l’, which is the intersection of the epipolar
plane pi and the image plane. Hence, the correspondence algorithm, which involves
searching for x’ given x is reduced to a 1D search along the line l’. These conditions
hold true for a two coplanar row aligned image planes. This is obtained by a process
called rectification described in the next subsection.
1. Rectification
Rectification is the process of making the two image planes coplanar and row
aligned. This is done to make the stereo correspondence between the two images
more reliable and computationally tractable.
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The process of rectification requires the knowledge of F, fundamental matrix.
The fundamental matrix relates the postions of two veiws. It has seven parame-
ters, each epipole is described by two parameters and three parameters describe the
homography between the two image planes. The fundamental matrix is mathemat-
ically described by the epipolar constraint, as shown in equation 4
x′TFx= 0 (4)
Since the F matrix has seven parameters, it can be solved as a set of linear
equations using the 7 point correspondences, 8 point correspondences or RANSAC
algorithm.Once we have the knowledge of the Fundamental matrix, we can infer
that x’ lies on the epipolar line l’ described by l’=Fx. With the knowledge of fun-
damental matrix F, we can now row-align both the stereo frames.
Now that stereo frames are row aligned, the next step is find the offset in the
pixel locations between these two frames. This is discussed in the next section on
stereo correspondence.
2. Stereo Correspondence
The input to this step are rectified images without any radial distortion. The
stereo correspondence is performed in the following stages:
1. Prefiltering: Pre filtering is performed to normalize image brightness and to
enhance image texture. Filters like Band pass, Laplacian of Gaussian are used
for this purpose. We utilize band pass filter for pre-filtering the images.
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2. Correspondence: This step involves searching for the position of a pixel in a
view pixel, given its position in another view.
Fig. 4. Stereo Correspondence
Given, the images have been made coplanar and row aligned, a correlation
window for each feature is slid along the epipolar line of the second view to
find the feature with lowest Sum of Absolute difference (SAD), between the
two views. SAD computed by calculating the absolute difference between
each pixel in the original block and the corresponding pixel in the sliding
window. These differences are summed to create a simple metric of SAD.
In Fig. 4, the feature to be matched is located at (x0,y0) in the left frame.
Hence, the corresponding pixel in the right frame will be in the same row
given by, y0. To, make the computation faster, we add an additional constraint
of minimun disparity (offset in the pixels between the two views). Thus,
we begin the search at 0 disparity,which is at x0. Since, search frame is on
the right, the feature in the left frame will always be displaced to the left
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in the right frame. Sliding the SAD window to the left return a pixel with
min SAD as shown by the matching function curve in Fig. 4. The offset
between the two corresponding pixels is termed as disparity. The depth of the
corresponding feature in world coordinates is inversely related to its disparity.
A map holding the disparity values for each pixel is called as disparity map.
Having obtained the disparity map with offset values for each of the pixels,
the next step is to find the relation between disparity and real world depth. This is
described in the next subsection.
3. Triangulation
Triangulation is the computation of 3D world coordinate of image points, given
its projection onto two images. We perform this with the aid of disparities for each
image pixel as computed from the previous step.
Fig. 5. Depth using triangulation
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Fig. 5 depicts the projection of a 3D point X onto two image planes denoted
by xl and xr. Let B be the base line of the camera (distance between the two camera
centers), d be the disparity of the pixel given by xl− xr and f be the focal length of
the camera. The real world depth of a pixel denoted by Z is computed from the set
of similar triangles formed for each of the two frames as shown in equation 5.
Z = f
B
d
(5)
The other X and Y real world coordinates of the pixel can be computed using
the projective camera equations as shown below:
X = x
Z
f
Y = y
Z
f
Using these relations we can obtain the 3D coordinates for each of the 2D
image points with the aid of disparity map. Now, for the implementation of SVO,
the next task is to extract robust features from the calibrated and rectified images
which can be tracked over subsequent frames. This brings us to our next chapter on
feature detection.
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IV. FEATURE DETECTION
The next stage in the SVO algorithm is to extract robust and invariant features
which can be tracked over subsequent frames which is described over this chapter.
Features are extracted using harris corner detector [9] from each of our frames.
These features are relatively stable over small image variations, which holds true in
our case as our image feed is obtained at 30 fps (frames per second). Let Fa be a set
of 2D corner points detected in image Ia.
Rectified and calibrated image from the left camera is utilized as our input to
detect the corners. This step can be mathematically expressed as :
Ia→ Fa
The theory and implementation of harris corner detector is described below.
Feature detection involves the extraction of “interesting portions” of the im-
age which are uniquely defined by a certain property. These features are generally
expressed as points on the image which are corners. Corners are formally defined
as the point of intersection of two edges, or as a point which has two edges along
unique directions in its local neighborhood. The most desired qualities of a corner
is the repeatability in its detection and its invariance to rotations, translations and
changes in scale of the image in the spatial domain.
There have been several corner detection techniques proposed over the last two
decades, the most popular of them being the Harris corner detector [9]. This was
an enhanced version of its predecessor, the Moravec Operator which suffered from
a major drawback of being non isotropic.
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The Harris corner detector is based on a autocorrelation expression within a
window around the pixel of interest. This expression is the Sum of Squared Dif-
ferences (SSD) of the window with another shifted by small amounts in different
directions. If the window is shifted by (δx,δy) about the pixel located at (x,y), then
the auto correlation expression is defined as :
C(x,y) = ΣxΣyw(x,y)(I(x+δx,y+δy)− I(x,y))2 (6)
Where, I(x,y) denotes the Intensity at image coordinates (x,y) and w(x,y) de-
termines the weight function, which is defined by the window type (Gaussian or
Box). Using, the Taylor’s expansion truncated to first order terms,
I (x+∆x,y+∆y) = I(x,y)+
[
Ix(x,y) Iy(x,y)
]∆x
∆y
 (7)
Substituting equation 6 in equation 7
C(x,y) = ∑
x
∑
y
[Ix(x,y) Iy(x,y)]
∆x
∆y


2
(8)
=
[
∆x ∆y
]
〈
(Ix)2
〉 〈
IxIy
〉
〈
IxIy
〉 〈
(Iy)2
〉

∆x
∆y

=
[
∆x ∆y
]
M
∆x
∆y
 (9)
Here, Ix(x,y) and Iy(x,y) are the partial derivatives along x and y respectively
about the pixel at (x,y). The angled brackets denote summation over the entire
window. The matrix M in equation 9 is referred to as the Harris Matrix.
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A good corner is characterized by huge variations in C(x,y) along the direction
of vector (∆x,∆y). This can be achieved by analyzing the eigen values of the harris
matrix, M in the following way:
If λ1and λ2 are the two eigen values of the Harris matrix, then
1. Small values of λ1and λ2 indicate a small variation in C at pixel (x,y). Thus,
representing a flat area and hence a poor corner.
2. A small and a large eigen value show variations in a single directions. Thus,
representing an edge.
3. Large values for both eigen values show large variations in both the direc-
tions. Hence, indicating the presence of a good corner.
The dependence of quality of a corner can be seen from Fig. 6.
Since calculation of eigen values of a matrix is computationally intensive, the
cornerness ( quality of a corner ) Mc is alternatively defined by equation 10
Mc = det(M)−κ trace2(M) (10)
Here, κ is an empirical constatnt with values between 0.04 and 0.15. In our
implementation κ = 0.04.
In the implementation an averaging block size of 3 X 3 is used. The corner
detected we utilize the sub-pixel corner to get accuracies upto sub-pixel levels.
Having extracted the fairly robust features invariant to variations in image,
these features are now tracked over subsequent frames. This is achieved using
16
Fig. 6. Dependence of cornerness on eigen values of the Harris Matrix M
feature matching, which is described in the next chapter.
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V. FEATURE MATCHING
This chapter involves matching of features between two temporally consecu-
tive images. This is accomplished using the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm.
In this step, the set of 2D features Fa extracted from the image Ia is matched
in the subsequent image Ib using the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm. This
returns a set of matched 2D points Fb in image Ib.
This step can be mathematically expressed as:
(Ia, Ib,Fa)→ Fb
We now discuss, the merits and demerits of different feature matching tech-
niques and describe the implementation of lucas kanade optical flow.
Feature tracking between images is extensively used to determine motion be-
tween two frames. A displacement is associated with each pixel or with certain
interest points to show the distance and direction in which the pixel has moved
between two frames. Based on this two feature tracking techniques are defined,
namely: Dense optical flow and Sparse optical flow. Dense optical flow involves
the association of each pixel with a displacement or velocity vector in order to
describe the motion of that pixel between two frames. Such a technique of compu-
tation of velocity field has been proposed by Horn-Shunck [10]. The dense optical
flow technique breaks in feature less portions or low texture regions of the image.
In these areas, feature tracking which is generally performed using block
matching fails. Apart from the above mentioned drawback, this technique also suf-
18
Fig. 7. Feature Tracking using Lucas Kanade algorithm
fers from high computational costs. These issues have resulted in the extensive use
of the alternative technique known as sparse optical flow. This techniques track a set
of interest points like corners, generally belonging to feature rich or high textured
areas of the image. This enables reliable and computationally cheap tracking.
One of the popular sparse optical flow technique is the Lucas Kanade opti-
cal flow [11]. The tracking in this technique is performed based on local window
matching about the point of interest. This property works to a disadvantage in a
scenario having large motions between frames. The solution to this problem is dis-
cussed in pyramidal implementation of the LK technique. This technique is based
on the following enumerated assumptions:
1. Brightness Constancy: The brightness component of a certain point of inter-
est does not vary over frames.
2. Small Motion: The motion between consecutive frames is small enough to be
caught within the local window around the point of interest.
3. Spatial Coherence: The points around the point of interest have similar mo-
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tion i.e.,they all belong to the same surface.
The first assumption of brightness constancy can be mathematically expressed
as equation 11 .
I(x(t),y(t), t) = I(x(t+dt),y(t+dt), t+dt) (11)
This can be otherwise described as the partial derivative of the intensity with
respect to time to be equal to zero. This condition along with equation 11 can be
expressed as equation 12 described below.
∂I
∂x
(
∂x
∂t
)
+
∂I
∂t
= 0 (12)
Ixv+ It = 0
where, Ix denotes the spatial derivative across the first image, while It is the
partial derivative of the image over time and v is the velocity vector which we have
to find out. In short, velocity can be described by equation 13.
v =− It
Ix
(13)
This describes tracking along a single dimension. Generalizing this to 2D im-
ages, equation 12 can be written as shown below:
Ixvx+ Iyvy+ It = 0 (14)[
Ix Iy
]vx
vy
=−It
5ITV =−It
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vx and vy represent the component of velocity in x and y direction respectively.
The equation 14 is to be solved for u and v . This equation is under-determined if
solved for a single pixel. Thus, to resolve the entire motion, the third constraint is
exploited which states that the pixels in the neighbourhood of the pixel of interest
belongs to the same surface and thus have the same motion. The complete motion of
the central pixel is hence derived using the surrounding pixels to set up a system of
over-determined linear equations. For example, if a 3 X 3 window is used around
the central pixel, a set of 9 equations matrix format is obtained as depicted by
equation 15 
Ix(p1) Iy(p1)
Ix(p2) Iy(p2)
...
...
Ix(p9) Iy(p9)

vx
vy
=

It(p1)
It(p2)
...
It(p9)

(15)
The above described system of equations are solved using least squares mini-
mization described in equation 16
min ‖ Ax−b ‖2 (16)
The solution to the above mentioned least squares minimization returns the
desired components of the velocity V =
vx
vy
. The least squares estimation is per-
formed in the following way.
A general least squares problem can be modeled as Ax = b , the approximate
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solution to which is obtained by minimizing equation 17.
min ‖ Ax−b ‖2 (17)
Here, A is a mXn matrix, x is a nX1 unknown parameter matrix and b is a mX1
matrix. If m > n, the system is said to be over-determined i.e., The number of
equations is more than the number of variables.
The cost function Ax = b is pre-multiplied by AT to obtain,
(
AT A
)
x = AT b
x =
(
AT A
)−1
AT b (18)
The expression
(
AT A
)−1 is alternatively called the pseudo-inverse of the ma-
trix and x is the approximate solution set of the equation.
In practical situations, while using low frame-rate cameras, the constraint of
small motion between frames is not satisfied. To address this concern, there is
an alternative of using larger windows, but this in-turn increases the chances of
violation of the assumption of coherent motion within a window. This problem is
encountered by using images at different spatial scales in an image pyramid [2] as
depicted in Fig. 8. In this technique, the LK optical flow is run at different levels
of down-sampled images. This enables the detection of large motions too as the
motion would be scaled down in down-sampled images.
This thesis implements the pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical flow. A search
window of size 10 X 10 was used at each of the pyramid level with 5 pyramid
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Fig. 8. Pyramidal implementation of Lucas Kanade algorithm [2]
levels. Five pyramid levels were chosen to compensate for large motions in case of
occurance of skipped frames. The inputs to this are the previous frame, its extracted
features and the next frame. This algorithm returns a set of matched features from
the next frame.
Now, two sets of matched 2D features between two consecutive frames are
obtained. Their corresponding 3D world coordinates are computed by triangulation,
using the disparity map computed in the stereo imaging stage. The motion between
two frames is estimated by fitting a transformation between these matched set of
3D feature points. This procedure is discussed in the next chapter.
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VI. MOTION ESTIMATION
The motion between two frames is estimated by finding the transformation be-
tween the matched 3D feature points from these two frames. The tranformation is
computed by least squares minimization of the cost function described in the sec-
tion below. The minimization is implemented using singular value decomposition
(SVD) described in the section below:
A. Least squares using SVD
This technique is used for the computation of transformation between the two
set of 3D points. It was presented by Arun e´t al. [12] which was later improved by
Umeyama [13]. Let Wa and Wb denote set of 3D real world coordinates of the robust
features in images caputred at times ta and tb(tb > ta) respectively. Wa and Wb
are calculated from the 2D points Fa and Fb and disparity maps Da and Db by
triangulation as described in section. III.2.
Let R denote a 3 × 3 rotation matrix which describes the rotation between two
set of 3D points. The matrix R is expressed as a discrete cosine matrix(DCM). Let t
be the 3× 1 translation matrix which holds the translation along the 3 axis between
the two point sets Wa and Wb. The model is then described as shown below:
Wb = RWa+ t
Given Wa and Wb, the determination of R and t can be reduced to a minimiza-
tion problem as described below:
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min ‖ (R Wa+ t)−Wb ‖ (19)
The various steps involved in the solving the above mentioned least squares
estimation problem are enumerated below:
1. Converting the problem to the standard form of Ax=b
This is achieved by shifting the 3D points by their centroids to get rid of the
translation from the problem defined in equation 19. Let W¯a and W¯b denote
the centroids of point sets Wa and Wb respectively.
W¯a =
∑ni=1Wai
n
W¯b =
∑ni=1Wbi
n
X =Wa−W¯a Y =Wb−W¯b (20)
2. Computation of covariance matrix
The covariance matrix is computed in the following manner:
C = XY T
3. Computation of SVD of covariance matrix
S =UΣV T
4. Calculation of rotation matrix R
R =

1 · · · 0
... . . .
...
0 · · · det(VUT )

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5. Calculation of translation matrix t
t = W¯b−R W¯a
The rotation R and translation t obtained from the above described steps
forms the motion matrix M described as :
M =
 R t
0 1
 (21)
R and t are the approximate solution which minimizes the problem defined in equa-
tion 19. These give the rotation and translation between the two set of 3D points
and is used to estimate frame to frame motion.
The set of feature points from which the transformational rotation and trans-
lation matrix are computed are quite often contaminated by errors. Such feature
points which do not concur with the model are called outliers. Since, computation
of the transformation involves matrix multiplication, these errors get accumulated
and show up in the result. To avoid such errors outlier rejection technique called
RANSAC is used.
B. Random Sample and Consensus (RANSAC) [1]
The RANSAC algorithm is a method to estimate the parameters of a certain
model from a set of data having outliers. A datum is considered to be a outlier if it
does not satisfy a true model within a certain level of accuracy.
The algorithm takes place in two stages enumerated below:
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1. Hypothesize:
In this step, a model is created using a minimal sample set (MSS) which is
randomly selected from the data-set. The number of elements in the MSS is
equal to the minimum number of data points required to estimate the entire
model.
2. Test:
This step involves computation of the number of remaining data points, which
are consistent with above predicted model within a given accuracy.
The number of points consistent with the predicted model are checked to sat-
isfy a given probability. In case of failure, steps 1 and 2 are repeated until a model
is achieved which satisfy the probability condition for number of points concurring
with the model.
This technique has a huge computational advantage over least squares. In least
squares, the entire dataset is used to predict the model, whereas using RANSAC
reduces the dataset to MSS.
The motion estimates obtained at the end of this stage gives the rotation and
translation between two consecutive frames Fa and Fb. The algorithm steps de-
scribed are iterated over all frames and the motion estimates thus obtained are fused
to get the trajectory of the vehicle.
Fig. 9 describes a graphical representation of the entire algorithm.
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VII. VISUAL ODOMETRY IN SMART PHONES
The current day smart phones are compact, computation power houses. They
have very good size to computation ratios. They sport processing powers of over 1
Ghz and RAMs of more than a GB. Apart from this they offer easy and powerful
development platforms like the Android, iOS, etc ... This along with a myriad of
in-built sensors gives them a tremendous potential as portable computers.
As discussed previously, the accuracy of navigation can be improved by using
VO, GPS and INS in conjunction with each other. To our advantage, smart phones
come along with inbuilt GPS, INS and Cameras. This gives us very attractive ad-
vantages for implementing VO on them.
Inspired by this potential, presented below is a discussion on porting of the
VO algorithm on Android based smart phones. Android is a linux based operating
system and the development platform offered by it is based on Java.
For the implementation of VO, we consider the two main computational steps,
namely, feature detection and feature matching. Their implementations are offered
in C++ OpenCV library. In order to exploit this C++ based library in java, Java
native interface (JNI) is used. JNI is a programming framework that allows codes
written in java to call or be called by native applications or libraries written in
C or C++. To implement JNI, swig (simplified wrapper and interface generator)
wrappers are used to help create the link between the java code and the C++ library.
The test device is a Motorola Droid, with Arm Cortex A8 processor 550 mHz,
512 MB RAM, 5MP Camera , accelerometer, GPS and a gyroscope.
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Feature detection and matching are implemented on the test device. The im-
plementation results are discussed in the next chapter.
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VIII. RESULTS
Our test platform is a vehicle mounted with a Ptgreys BUMBLEBEE2 stereo
camera with an IEEE 1394 interface, having a Baseline of 12 cm and a focal length
of 2.5 mm. The images are captured at a frame rate of 30 fps. For ground truth
data Xsens MTiG Inertial Navigational Unit is used with an update rate of 100Hz.
The position computed using the Visual Odometry is compared to the ground truth
position from the GPS.
The Feature detection and matching is implemented in C and C++ , using the
openCV library and Triclops SDK while Motion Estimation and trajectory trace
was implemented in MATLAB. The Algorithm was tested offline on a Core2Duo
2.2 Ghz computer, with 4GB RAM running Ubuntu 9.10 operating system..
The Android smart phone implementation was achieved on a Motorola Droid
with Arm Cortex A8 processor 550 mHz, 512 MB RAM, 5MP Camera , accelerom-
eter, GPS and a gyroscope.
This algorithm is performed offline over image data-sets taken under various
environmental conditions like presence of sunlight and shadows as well as under
normal conditions. The image data-sets were taken from a manually driven ground
vehicle with the camera mounted at a downward tilt of 30 degrees and a height of
5 feet. The ground as seen by the camera had a dense texture. Two of the data-sets
were taken on a sunny day, to introduce shadows into the captured frames which
is known to affect the motion estimation. A total of 6 data sets were taken; two
under normal conditions and two each in the presence of sunlight and shadows.
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The dataset lengths vary between 20m to 150m.
Fig. 10. Color coded disparity map obtained from a stereo pair
The Stereo pair of images are processed to give a disparity map. The disparity
map for a given set of images is shown in Fig. 10
The next step in the algorithm involves detection of corners using harris corner
detector. Harris detector was chosen over SURF [14] due to the low computational
time taken by it. The Table.I shows the computation times taken by harris detector
and SURF, averaged over a set of 10 test images.
Fig. 11 shows a frame with the corners (shown as red dots) detected using the
harris corner.
We extend the feature detection technique to a android handset. Fig. 12 shows
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TABLE I. Time Performance of harris detector and SURF
Number of features tracked Average computation time (ms)
Harris detector 200 58
SURF 263 138
Fig. 11. Features detected using the Harris Corner detector
Fig. 12. Features detected using the Harris Corner detector on a android handset
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the implementation of harris corner detection on a android handset.
These corners are tracked over two consecutive frames using Lucas-Kanade
tracking. This tracking is shown over two consecutive frames as shown in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13. Features tracked over consecutive frames
Fig. 14. Features tracked over consecutive frames on android handset
The images in Fig. 14 show the tracking of feature points on an android hand-
set. The feature detection and matching on the android phone together took around
1100 ms per set of frames. The combination of these two algorithms worked on a
frame rate of around 0.9 fps. It tracked an average of around 122 features per frame
over 50 frames
Based on the motion estimated between consecutive frames, the 2D dimen-
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sional trajectory: X VS Y is plotted for all the frames. Fig. 15 shows the X VS
Y plot for Dataset 5, taken under normal environmental conditions. The total path
length for this is 62.4 m and the final position error estimated for this is 1.15%.
Fig. 15. Northing vs Easting for Data Set 5 under normal conditions
These errors, in normal conditions are attributed to various factors like: (1)
Noise in feature tracking and matching, (2) Motion between camera mount and the
vehicle arising due to mount of camera not been secured firmly onto the vehicle, (3)
accumulation of errors from tracked features while computing SVD due to matrix
multiplication, and (4) insufficient features.
Fig. 16 shows the trace in absence of shadows and with feature rich back-
ground for dataset 2. The path length for dataset 2 was 13.80m and had a final
position error of 3.9 %.
The trace in Fig. 18, is from a data set taken in presence of shadows, which
appear in the frame round the curve.
As seen from Fig. 17, Owing to the high intensity contrast at the edge of the
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Fig. 16. Northing Vs Easting for Data Set 2 in normal conditions
Fig. 17. Accumulation of features along the shadow interface
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shadow, a number of features accumulate along the shadows edge. The shadow
moves in the direction opposite to the actual steering, this causes incorrect tracking.
Hence, results in the deviation of the VO trace from the GPS trace.
Fig. 18. Northing Vs Easting for Data Set 1 with shadows
The total length of the path for dataset-1 was 16.91m and the final position
error due to the above mentioned reasons was 14.1%.
The next plot for dataset 3 shows the performance of the algorithm in rainy
conditions, i.e. in presence of water puddles or damp/wet ground. As seen in
Fig. 19 the plot shows a sudden deviation from the point, where a water puddle is
present and resumes in the expected pattern henceforth. There is a huge fall in the
number of reliable features in the frames having water on the ground. Under normal
conditions, around 300 feature points are tracked between every frame, but in the
presence of water, it drops down to around 35. This is due to the sudden change in
intensities, which is owed to reflection of light by the water puddle, thus, causing a
bright glare in the frame. The total path length of dataset 3 was 79.67 m, and the
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final position was way off the expected value.
Fig. 19. Northing Vs Easting for Data set 3 in rainy conditions
Fig. 20. Northing Vs Easting for Data set 4 in bright sunlight
The dataset 4, whose trace is depicted in Fig. 20 was taken under very bright
conditions. The frames of this dataset had a very bright contrast and thus had lesser
number of matched features. But, the algorithm performed rather well in this case,
with a total path length 132.71m and showing a final position error of just 3.75%.
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TABLE II. Final Position Errors (F.P.E) for various datasets
Dataset Conditions Path Length (m) F.P.E (m) F.P.E (%)
1 Shadows 16.91 2.40 14.10
2 Normal 13.80 0.54 3.90
3 Rain 79.67 - -
4 Bright Sun 132.71 4.98 3.75
5 Normal 62.40 0.72 1.15
6 Vibration 102.78 17.45 16.90
The dataset 6 was taken by exposing the experimental setup to heavy vibra-
tions.
Fig. 21. Northing Vs Easting for Data Set 6 under vibrations
The Northing Vs Easting plot for dataset 6 is described in Fig. 21. The total
path length for dataset 6 was 102.78m. It showed a very high final position error of
16.90% as compared to other datasets. The trace particularly degraded around the
curves.
All the Datasets, their path lengths and their final position errors have been
summarized in Table. II.
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The limiting case for SVO is the maximum speed with which the vehicle can
travel. This is decided by the minimum overlap between two consecutive frames.
We take this overlap to be atleast 50% to maintain the accuracy of feature matching.
Hence, to maintain the overlap the vehichle can atmost cover 240 pixels between
two frames. This is equivalent to 1776X10−6m based on the camera specifications.
Fig. 22. Camera projection diagram
From Fig. 22, applying similar triangles we obtain d to be 0.7 m. The compo-
nent of this motion along the horizontal is 0.7/cos(30) = 0.81m.
Considering the processing time for SVO, the frame rate is taken to be 10 fps.
Thus, 0.81 m can be covered in 0.1 s, giving a maximum limiting speed of 29.1
km/hr. The SVO algorithm can hence work only upto speeds of 29.1 km/hr.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS
The stereo based visual odometry algorithm described in this thesis, was per-
formed on the various datasets taken in presence of shadow, bright sunlight, rain,
vibrations and normal conditions. Based on the results described in Table 1, it was
observed that the algorithm performed well under normal conditions, with the max-
imum final position error being just 3.90%. The algorithm maintained its accuracy
in conditions with bright light, but took a hit in the presence of shadows and vi-
brations with the error going upto 16.9%. The presence of shadows resulted in the
concentration of feature points along the shadows boundary, due to the high inten-
sity contrast. The most deterrent conditions were the ones involving rain and wet
grounds. The reflective nature of wet surfaces made feature matching between con-
secutive frames, very hard. The implementation of the visual odometry algorithm
on an android handset was discussed and implementational results were shown.
Thus, the stereo based visual odometry although very useful in GPS denied
navigation has its own set of drawbacks. These shortcomings are in terms of the
poor performance in certain conditions.
The implementation of VO on android phones cannot use the motion estima-
tion technique mentioned in chapter VI because of the presence of a single camera
on the phone. Instead, structure from motion (SFM) can be used to estimate motion
between two frames from monocular camera.
In future, work can be done to combine VO, GPS and INS to obtain the maxi-
mum accuracy for position estimation both on phones and systems. Work can also
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be done to find compensation techniques for each of the deterrent factor mentioned
in this thesis.
This algorithm has also found new applications in controller-less gaming like
the Microsoft Xbox Kinect, thus, opening a entire new venue of applications for
vision based motion detection , which forms the core feature of VO.
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